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President’s Message
The gavel has been passed one 

more time at our annual ritual, the 
fall conference.  I accept the honor 
and the challenge the membership 
of OFA has bestowed upon me.  It 
is an honor to be chosen to preside 
over such a unique organization.  
It has been said before that  it is 
unique in that business competitors 
come together with a common goal, 
to share our knowledge, learn more 
about what is going on in the indus-

try, and to network with company representatives that hire the members 
to handle their claims.  One thing that really struck home while I was talk-
ing with those that attended the conference is that it is more than just an 
organization, there was a real sense of “family” that truly makes it unique 
for me.  We share stories of interesting claims and past lives, but we also 
share tales or our lives and personal experiences that make each of us a 
person.  We take that with us when we leave and many continue to stay 
in touch throughout the year.

My thanks to all that made that conference happen.  It takes a lot 
of people and a lot of selfless effort and time to make each and every 
conference, mid-year meeting, and the continuance of this organization.  
I add my thanks to all of those people for their time.

As the world turns and life evolves, so does this business.  Part of our 
work in aviation claims involves risk management and accident reduc-
tion.  It appears that we have succeeded to some extent, along with 
some help from the economy.  I know we have been talking about being 
in a down cycle of aviation claims and work for independent adjusters for 
some time now.  Mother nature seems to have provided work this year 
for adjusters in those affected areas.  My hope for all is that you are find-
ing sufficient work to sustain the aviation work that we all love.

 So far this year we have made available to the members, an Aviation 
Insurance Adjusters Errors & Omissions (E&O) program.  Each OFA 
member is free to request a quote for E&O coverage from American 
Aviation Underwriters, Inc., P.O. Box 796788, Dallas, TX 75379-6788.  
Any quote or coverage purchased would be to each individual member 
or company.  The OFA is not a participant in any contingent liability or 
professional liability risk under this program.  I hope some of you have, 
or will, take advantage of this program.

My next project was to get a handle on the list of friends and people 
that support the OFA, that you would like to include in our mailing of 
the newsletter, directories, and invitations to the mid year meeting and 
annual conference.  Although we pass the list around for updating dur-
ing the meeting, few people have the time or the information at hand to 
make a serious attempt at making all the changes needed.  Thanks to 
the internet and e-mail we have made the list available to everyone at a 

place and time where you have time to really look at the list.  Those that 
made an input, those changes have been made.  We will continue to do 
this twice a year.  You do no need to wait until those specific times to 
make changes, you can do it any time you happen to think about it.  Any 
time we receive changes, they will be incorporated in the list.  The list 
does not include members, associate members,  or honorary members.  
They are included on another list.

The next project will be to get the web site updated.  I will take any 
suggestions that you have and try to incorporate them, within reason 
of course.  That web site is our fastest window to our organization and 
members by the insurance industry.  I am available to any suggestions 
that you may have to improve our organization.  Send me an e-mail at 
billprovance@howeassociatesinc.com.

I mentioned earlier that as the world turns, things evolve.  I have 
moved again, this time to Albuquerque, NM.  My wife and I decided to 
make a move to her home to be near her mother, who is getting older.  
For those that have ever moved, it is a very interesting and complicated 
transition.  So, a story from our life.

We decided to move ourselves this time, as opposed to the Air Force 
or a company moving us.  After 28 years of marriage we have accumu-
lated a lot of “stuff”.  Moving day was set for Monday after New Years 
Day.  We started to pack on Sunday morning.  Monday morning, we were 
ready and started to load the 30-foot rental truck.  Of course, northern 
California was having the worst rainstorm of the year.  About 10 feet into 
the 30 feet available, I made a prediction that we did not have enough 
room for all our stuff.  I was right.  We discussed our options and head-
ed for Albuquerque at 5:30 that afternoon, a trip of 1,060 miles.  After 
spending a few hours resting in Barstow, we arrived at 9:00 on Tuesday 
night.  With help, we had the truck offloaded and the stuff into the garage 
of our home by 12:30.  At 6:00 the next morning my brother-in-law and I 
headed back to Stockton.  We arrived at 1:00 in the morning, including 
a one-hour time change.  We got the remainder of the stuff loaded and 
all the last details taken care of and headed back to Albuquerque again 
at about 5:00 on Thursday afternoon.  With a rest stop in Barstow, we 
got back to Albuquerque, again at 9:00 on Friday night.  It is now a week 
later and the house is set up but the garage is still full of boxes and some 
of our “critical stuff” is still in one of those boxes, where it will probably 
remain for some time.  Life goes on, and on.

My e-mail remains the same but my contact numbers have changed.  
Phone is 505-899-6008, fax is 505-899-6016, the office mailing ad-
dress is temporarily 5423 Darlington Place, NW, Albu-
querque, NM 87114.

I look forward to meeting with all at the Mid-
year in Dallas the 21st and 22nd of February.

Warmest regards to all.

Bill Provance
OFA 137 

Hope Alexander 
Aviation Adjusting Associates 
416 Augusta Street 
Elmore, OH 43416

www.ofainc.com
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AVIATION CLAIMS,  
IS THIS A CRAZY  
BUSINESS OR WHAT?

As some 
of you are 
aware, I 
have this 
idea that as 
much fun as 
this business 

has been, it would be nice to retire some 
time in the next year or so.  When I talk 
to friends about this I often look back on 
some great and/or unusual experiences.  
I thought that it would be fun to write a 
few down for posterity.  Here is one.

By far the most unusual claim was 
from a fellow (insured) who reported his 
twin stolen.  After an initial conversation 
with him on the phone, it was clear his 
story needed to be recorded.  He was 
agreeable so I asked him to start over 
from the very beginning.  Well, he went 
back 10 or 15 years to when he owned 
a single engine aircraft and was asked 
over the phone by an anonymous caller 
to deliver a plain brown envelope to a 
drop spot at another airport.  He agreed 
to do so and for this service he received 
regular cash payments in the mail with 
no return address.

This continued for a time during which 
the insured acquired a twin.  The twin 
subsequently and mysteriously caught 
on fire while parked at the airport.  That 
insurance claim resulted in a total loss 
settlement with this fellow keeping the 
salvage.  He was re-contacted by the 
anonymous person who said this time 
that he wanted to use the damaged 
twin.  The caller said he would return 
it when he was finished with it and on 
return it would have newly overhauled 
engines, new propellers, upgraded avi-
onics and a new paint job.  And, again, 
the insured would receive regular pay-
ments in cash.

He reported that this went on for sev-
eral years during which time he never 
saw his aircraft but did receive the cash 
payments.  Then one day he received 
a call from the anonymous caller say-
ing that the aircraft would be delivered 
to a remote airstrip in the Northwest on 
a certain date.  The insured obtained 
insurance for the returning aircraft.  On 
the date of delivery he went to the re-
mote airstrip and “sure enough” the 
aircraft was there and in the condition 
that was promised.  However, when he 
returned the following day to fly the air-
craft out, it was gone.  So, he reported 
the “theft” to his insurance company and 

they called me.

After checking with numerous nearby 
airports and radar facilities (civilian and 
military) we could never find any trace 
of the aircraft or any indication that an 
aircraft had departed from the airstrip 
on date that was reported.  For a variety 
of reasons, the claim was denied and, 
although that decision was initially dis-
puted, the claim was withdrawn.

Amazingly, during my contact with the 
insured, he volunteered that he had once 
been arrested for flying while drunk.  He 
had buzzed some beach front property 
and then landed at a nearby airstrip.   He 
said that he and his passenger got out 
of the aircraft, opened their deck chairs 
and proceeded to have a few drinks 
right there on the ramp.  The authorities 
showed up and cited him.  He swears 
that he had not been drinking before or 
during the flight, and believed that the 
FAA was just “out for him”.

Throughout this whole investigation 
I was continually amazed by what the 
insured would tell me without me even 
asking.  And then how he expected me 
to believe his every word without ques-
tion.

Jim Stiger
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Editorial 
Comments:

The San 
Diego Con-
f e r e n c e 
will now 
have to be 
m em orial-
ized be-
cause it 
was action 
p a c k e d , 
full of fun 

and laughter for all. The Ar-
nold’s & Friends went all out 
and it was so very much ap-
preciated. The evening spent 
up at their house was a won-
derful warm time for all who 

were still around to enjoy 
it. I never knew anyone that 
actually had their own Fire 
Engine (and it was functional 
too).

I didn’t personally make it 
for the Sunday wine tour but 
heard great things about that 
as well. All and all it was 
a huge success and awesomely 
put together. 

Now we are looking forward 
to our mid-year meeting in 
Dallas in February. Everyone 
needs be sure to pat Don Hen-
dricks on the back for all 
the work he puts into this 
event every year. He is one 
of a kind, let’s make sure he 
knows that. 

I would like to thank all 
the contributors for this 
newsletter personally. Thank 
you for the articles submit-
ted and in a timely fashion 
too! This makes this newslet-
ter a lot less work to put 
together when you actually 
have content to work with. 

In any case, I look forward 
to seeing all of you in Dal-
las in a few weeks. We had 
wonderful turn out last year, 
so cross your fingers for an-
other good showing.

Hope Alexander 
Editor 
OFA 141, OH

www.ofainc.com

MY PRIDE AND JOY
This is a true story.

I would like to tell you a true story 
the names have been changed.

My friends call me Yukon George.  
One day in early July I decided I would 
like to fly to Alaska.  It was a clear 
warm day in Redwood City, CA; the 
weather forecast en-route was favor-
able.  I was traveling with a group of 
friends.  We were to follow the road 
route including the Alaska Highway to 
Alaska then return to CA via the west 
coast.

Being a certified aircraft mechanic 
I felt very confident that my 1946 J3 
would be up to the task.

Our trip to White Horse, Yukon Terri-
tory was uneventful.  We landed there 
on a warm evening in July and parked 
our aircraft in the area set aside for 
temporary parking.  By the time I ar-
rived there was only one spot left and 
that had only two tie downs.  There was 
no tail tie down ring and only one wing 
tie down had a rope present.  The area 
is fairly well sheltered and I felt confi-
dent that with my own tie down rope 
with the two wings tied down the air-
craft; my J3 would be safe.  We stayed 
overnight in White Horse.  The next 
morning I went to the airport, early at 
7:00 AM, to have a look at the aircraft 
and in particular I had noticed during 
the last leg of the flight that the engine 
appeared to be running lean on one 
cylinder.  We all know this is a com-
mon problem with continental engines 

and is generally the result of a fuel line 
hose clamp that has vibrated loose.  
That in turn allows a slight amount of 
additional air, thereby distorting the air 
fuel mixture ratio.

When I arrived at the airport there 
were no mechanics or other airport 
personnel in the immediate area.  I re-
moved the engine cowling to have a 
look.  As I had suspected one of the 
clamps was loose.  I tightened the 
clamps and replaced the cowlings.  

Abe, one of the local aircraft me-
chanics arrived; tall fellow with gray 
hair.  I asked him where I might tie the 
tail of the aircraft to conduct a proper 
power test of the engine.  Abe sug-
gested the only spot was in a nearby 
grassy area.  I didn’t much like this 
idea.  We all know what happens when 
the propeller picks up gravel.  I had a 
look around the rest of the airport for 
myself.  Abe was right, there was no 
other appropriate area.

I did notice 4 fuel trucks parked in 
a row near the back of the J3.  I sug-
gested to Abe that we might tie the 
tail to one of the trucks.  Abe agreed 
that sounded like a good idea.  I had 
another rope in the aircraft and tied 
the tail of my J3 to the ladder on the 
rear of the largest and nearest fuel 
truck, North 60 Petroleum.  I got into 
my J3, started the engine, and did a 
full power run-up, ran the engine for 
approximately 15 minutes.  Everything 
appeared fine.

By this time my other 3-friends had 

arrived.  They were anxious to go for 
breakfast and we left.  Yup I complete-
ly forgot to untie the tail of the aircraft.  

I should stop here and make men-
tion this particular aircraft is pristine.  I 
have carried out a lot of work on this 
pretty little J3, almost everything has 
been renewed, my pride and joy.

You might imagine my dismay when 
I got back to the airport and discov-
ered the fuel truck had driven away.  
At least driven far enough to realize he 
was towing my aircraft, which, by this 
time was tumbling down the tarmac 
behind the truck.

Well I should tell you that my pride 
and joy was not in very good condition.  
One wing was almost torn off, and the 
fuselage has a major bend just to the 
rear of the cockpit.  It appears that 
both wing spars were distorted and 
as the force that bent the airplane was 
directed through the tail, I had some 
concern regarding the structural integ-
rity of that component as well.  Only 
the propeller and the engine appeared 
to have escaped damage.

Note from the author:
George did take the aircraft back to 

California and as far we know he is 
proceeding to rebuild the it.

O F A
an organization of flying adjusters

MID YEAR MEETING & RECEPTION
Meeting: 9:00am - 11:30am  •  February 22, 2006

Reception: February 22, 2006
Time: 4:00pm till 7:00pm

Location: First Floor
La Quinta Inn & Suites

14925 Landmark Blvd., Dallas, Texas 75254
Reservation Tel. No.: 972-404-0004

RE: “Organization of Flying Adjusters Group”

OFA member rooms will be held until 2-17-06
Room charges: $75.00 for 2 beds / 2 persons

Suite with 1 king size bed for $85.00 or
A little larger suite for $95.00 plus 13% tax

(Continental breakfast included)

 A suite/room will be open for members & invited guests on the evening of Tuesday, 
February 21, 2006 & Wednesday, February 22, 2006 for hospitality. Check with the front 
desk for the room number.

 President William A. Provance would appreciate a report from all the committee 
chairmen to be presented at the mid year meeting on Wednesday, February 22, 2006. 
Please refer to the enclosed 2006 OFA directory for a list of committee assignments. If 
you do not plan to attend the mid year meeting and reception, please submit a written 
report to President Provance ASAP or call him at 209-954-1662.

 For additional invitations or directories, contact Don Hendricks at 512-255-2740  
fax no: 512-246-1066, e-mail: dh32729@onr.com



The OFA Annual Conference was held in san Diego, CA.  Collaged on these 
pages are a few snapshots from this event.
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What I learned from this incident.
One fall evening at a FBO (fixed base of operation) late 

at night a lone line man backed up to a Lear to fuel it, This 
individual had done this many times. He had 28 years as a 
lineman and this would be just another routine fuel service. 
But not on this evening. The rain was coming down, and 
the aircraft was parked in a dark area. The lineman was by 
himself.  Still this should have been routine. 

However, there are some things this lineman did not know. 
This particular aircraft was a specially modified LearJet.  
This particular aircraft had extended tanks on the wingtips, 
plus extra fuselage tanks, to make it an extra long range 
special mission aircraft. 

The wingtip tanks are of special note here because, as 
the lineman was approaching the aircraft from the side go-
ing towards the entrance door the right hand headlight of 
the fuel truck hit the left hand tip tank which cause the tip 
tank to fail at the forward attach point to the wing. The break 
in the tank was along the rivet line of the tank at the forward 
station where the tank attaches to the wing. 

Some more items that the FBO and the lineman did not 
know was that this particular aircraft was dedicated to air 
ambulance and because of its specially modified fuel sys-
tem could go from the U.S. continent to Europe without 
stopping, which it did frequently. 

From the FBO’s management point of  view this was a 
hard hit. The operator had no choice but to dismiss the line-
man, even though he had 28 years of accident free service 
with the company. The insurance carrier had no choice but 
to raise rates or to review the policy, even though the FBO 
had had no incidence in so long that their premium had just 
been reduced. 

So the question was ….How does this get fixed ?

This is what we did. We went to the aircraft hoping that we 
would be able to repair it enough to get to a repair facility 
that could effect a permanent repair.  We quickly discovered 
that we would need to fix the tank properly and permanently 
the first time because of possible hidden damage. I should 
mention here that the leading edge of the wing close to the 
tank was dented. This dent meant the leading edge had to 
come off and the dent repaired from the aft side. This was 
cause for a Lear test pilot to accomplish stall test series on 
the aircraft after we repaired it. 

We removed the tank from the aircraft and trucked it 
to a repair facility. I then contacted Bombardier technical 
engineering to see what further inspection I had to do to 
the wing. Bombardier had dismissed themselves from the 
tank as since it was modified I was told I would have to 
get engineering, inspection and required repair data from 
the company that modified the tank. After we had gotten 
this data we inspected the tank and the aircraft wing attach 
points and surveyed for any damage further in the wing and 
found none. We reassembled the tank and reinstalled in on 
the aircraft. The Lear test pilot accomplished his stall series 
test, and the job was complete.

This whole process was accomplished from time of ac-

cident to time of Lears’ test flight 37 days.  I am told that 
we did a fairly rapid and professional repair on this and am 
proud of my technical team and thanks to H. Alexander of  
(company name) for the prompt service and help with the 
underwriter.

Things we learned and relearned. 

1. Any time you damage a aircraft its expensive however 
sometimes more expensive than other times… but mostly 
more expensive….for everyone

2. We can’t train enough. Good quality regular training is 
like having a good quality fire extinguisher it’s pretty expen-
sive when you buy one…. until you need to use one then 
somehow its not so expensive.

3. The employ of high quality, highly trained  and experi-
ence people is like putting money in the bank. You will not 
have to do the job twice and the task will get done expedi-
tiously.

William Pobanz
ATP, CFII and Multi. DC-3, Convair, LearJet, Citation
Airframe and Powerplant, Inspection Authorization
Air Traffic Controller,
Designated Airworthiness Representative

2006 Conference
Scottsdale, Arizona
Thursday through Saturday
October 4-7, 2006

The Annual Meeting and 
Conference of the organiza-
tion will be held in warm and 
sunny Scottsdale, Arizona.

At our hotel, Chapparral 
Suites Resort Scottsdale, all 

the rooms are suites. The hotel is currently redecorat-
ing and will be finished in time to welcome our group. 
All rooms include a bedroom and a living room with a 
bar, free internet access, mini-fridge and microwave, 
along with that important coffee maker! Free cooked 
to order breakfast is included with the room reserva-
tion. The hotel also provides an afternoon Hospitality 
Suite, in addition to our own OFA Hospitality Suite. All 
this for $139.00 a night. There are two pools, tennis 

and fitness center. The hotel is within 20 minutes of 
both Sky Harbor International Airport and Scottsdale 
Municipal Airport. There is a free airport shuttle. It’s 
never too early to book your reservation. Call them at 
1-800-528-1456, and visit their website at http://www.
chaparralsuites.com.

In addition, Old Town Scottsdale and Scottsdale 
Fashion Square (a major indoor mall) are within several 
city blocks for the best in shopping and dining. Phoenix 
“Valley of the Sun” has over 100 golf courses, and we’ll 
be sure to schedule an outing at one of them nearby, 
And we cannot forget the beautiful red rocks of Se-
dona—we’re planning a day visit for the spouses while 
the members 
are in session.

We hope you 
are planning to 
join us, and be 
sure to bring 
your cowboy 
boots!

1. If you consider it a sport to gather your food by 
drilling through 18 inches of ice and sitting there 
all day hoping that the food will swim by, you 
might live in Alaska.

2. If you have ever refused to buy something because 
it’s “too spendy”, you might live in Alaska.

3. If your local Dairy Queen is closed from November 
through March, you might live in Alaska.

4. If you instinctively walk like a penguin for five 
months out of the year, you might live in Alaska.

5. If someone in a store offers you assistance, and 
they don’t work there, you might live in Alaska.

6. If your dad’s suntan stops at a line curving around 
the middle of his forehead, you might live in 
Alaska.

7. If you have worn shorts and a parka at the same 
time, you might live in Alaska.

8. If your town has an equal number of bars and 
churches, you might live in Alaska.

9. If you had a lengthy telephone conversation with 
someone who dialed a wrong number, 
you might live in Alaska.

10. If your idea of a traffic jam is ten cars 
waiting to pass a truck plowing 
snow on the highway, you might 
live in Alaska.

Jeff Foxworthy on Alaska
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Some thoughts about the 
FAA  today 2005/2006      
December 2005

Many of us in the aviation commu-
nity work hard to keep up with the 
“news”.. As a result we all try to keep 
up with the aircraft markets the new 
aircraft coming out, for example the 
new Very Light Jet that is coming on 
the horizon and so on. We also have 
to keep track of the regulatory trends 
in our profession as well. This means 
keeping up with FAA regulations, na-
tional  policy, current NTSB litigation, 
NTSB opinion, FAA notices, changes 
to FAA handbooks 8300/8400.10 and 
so on.

Many of us already know of the con-
troversy recently that actually started 
a long time ago, but “woke up the 
sleeping giant” of a FAA beauracracy 
with the Challenger crash in Teterboro 
N.J. early in 2005. This single accident 
set off a chain of events that reaches 
certainly to us in the commercial avia-
tion industry in the U.S. and, if a NTSB 
judge is to be quoted here, “70% of the 
air taxi operators in the U.S. and in the 
international field”.

A FAA inspector told me about 20 
years ago that interpretation of the 
regulations, orders, and notices are 
not set locally, but are set at a court-
room in various places in the country.

As a young aviator then he told me 
“If you want to know how to interpret 
this or that regulation, go to the Fed-
eral Court House records and start 
reading, that is as close as I know how 
to get to a REAL interpretation” 

This inspector was a seer to be 
sure. 

The case I refer to above is the “Ad-
ministrator vs. Darby. If one takes the 
time to read the final opinion of the 
NTSB Federal Judge in this case, one 
could see that the Administrator has 
expanded powers beyond what many 
of us think she has. It is mentioned in 
this final opinion that  the “policy  of 
the administrator can differ from the 
local FSDO”  The question comes up 
then is “Why didn’t the local in charge 
FSDO not know about the Adminis-
trators policy ?” Incidently, be careful 
when your local FSDO tells you policy 
on any matter. They may not know the 

“current national policy”.

Several FAA employees have lost 
their careers and pensions because 
they were unaware of “the administra-
tors national policy”

Legal battles are being litigated in 
Federal courts as of this writing. Liti-
gation that has far ranging effects on 
the commercial aviation industry in the 
U.S.

Among some of the things has 
transpired thus far. The Federal Avia-
tion Administration no longer wants 
companies to “manage” aircraft. The 
Administrator also is grappling with 
the words “operational control” as re-
spects aircraft flown in commercial 
aviation and a exact meaning of the 
term. There are many that are asking 
why the administrator is working on 
this phrase and its “meaning” howev-
er what is important to us in the near 
term is the “Administrator” now has 
the power to dictate and change “poli-
cy”  at will during a proceeding and for 
some reason the NTSB judge can do 
nothing about it except go along in the 
proceeding. 

What are some of the things this 
means to you and me in the aviation 
industry? 

Well seemingly we are no longer 
given a chance to comply with how 
the FAA wants us to do business. The 
traditional Notice to Proposed Rule-
making (NPRM) process is not taking 
place in at least some (maybe more 
than we want to know) cases.   If we 
are not doing it “according to the “Ad-
ministrators policy”  then we are out of 
business. We are not given the chance 
to understand “policy” until we get into 
a Federal court of law. 

A Federal NTSB judge is supposed 
to be a factor in the “checks and bal-
ances” of this form of government in 
this country. Somehow the “checks 
and balances” for the FAA has seem-
ingly broken down here.

For underwriters to understand inci-
dents and accidents. they need to get 
to the MAIN reasons of occurrences. 
There is never just one reason  Un-
derwriters wisely hire persons to seek 
out the major causal factors of ac-
cidents and incidents. They seek to 
understand their liability according to 

insurance agreements/contracts and 
so need to find out the REAL REA-
SONS of each occurrence. This abil-
ity is becoming more difficult with the 
present thinking and mode of opera-
tion of the FAA.  Risk management is 
something all need to work on. How 
well are we teaching risk management 
to our customers?  It seems that the 
Administrator may be straying a bit 
from the safety ideal we all would want 
to strive after, and so the standard that 
we go by may be deteriorating. More 
and more the FAA is seeking the “one” 
reason why an accident or incident oc-
curs. Instead of fostering the educa-
tion of safety and risk management to 
the aviation public, we might  notice a 
trend toward finding a “scapegoat” as 
a reason for accidents. 

It seems that underwriters would 
do well to consider a requirement 
for those it insures to undergo Risk 
Management Training of some kind. 
Whether it be sponsored by the under-
writer or some other training program 
for  flight crew members, maintenance 
technicians, line service personnel 
and even office staff of a company.  
The FAA does not seem to be in that 
business anymore and thinking about 
it the FAA doesn’t have to. The FAA 
funding is not dependent on foster-
ing safety. It seems that a insurance 
companies bottom line however could 
be affected and so is dependent on 
safety/risk management.

Underwriters beware….make sure 
you know the REAL REASONS .

We should all watch how this plays 
out. Is the FAA really reaching for 
safety when they “over react” as it ap-
pears to be happening in court rooms 
across the land. Or is the Adminis-
trator reaching for a political reply to 
someone in a position of power?

We all need to question our motives 
for doing what we do. Is it to “look 
good”. Is it to preserve our personal  
retirement fund?   Or is safety/risk 
management our main business?

What is the motive?
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Some thoughts about the 
FAA  today 2005/2006      
December 2005

Many of us in the aviation commu-
nity work hard to keep up with the 
“news”.. As a result we all try to keep 
up with the aircraft markets the new 
aircraft coming out, for example the 
new Very Light Jet that is coming on 
the horizon and so on. We also have 
to keep track of the regulatory trends 
in our profession as well. This means 
keeping up with FAA regulations, na-
tional  policy, current NTSB litigation, 
NTSB opinion, FAA notices, changes 
to FAA handbooks 8300/8400.10 and 
so on.

Many of us already know of the con-
troversy recently that actually started 
a long time ago, but “woke up the 
sleeping giant” of a FAA beauracracy 
with the Challenger crash in Teterboro 
N.J. early in 2005. This single accident 
set off a chain of events that reaches 
certainly to us in the commercial avia-
tion industry in the U.S. and, if a NTSB 
judge is to be quoted here, “70% of the 
air taxi operators in the U.S. and in the 
international field”.

A FAA inspector told me about 20 
years ago that interpretation of the 
regulations, orders, and notices are 
not set locally, but are set at a court-
room in various places in the country.

As a young aviator then he told me 
“If you want to know how to interpret 
this or that regulation, go to the Fed-
eral Court House records and start 
reading, that is as close as I know how 
to get to a REAL interpretation” 

This inspector was a seer to be 
sure. 

The case I refer to above is the “Ad-
ministrator vs. Darby. If one takes the 
time to read the final opinion of the 
NTSB Federal Judge in this case, one 
could see that the Administrator has 
expanded powers beyond what many 
of us think she has. It is mentioned in 
this final opinion that  the “policy  of 
the administrator can differ from the 
local FSDO”  The question comes up 
then is “Why didn’t the local in charge 
FSDO not know about the Adminis-
trators policy ?” Incidently, be careful 
when your local FSDO tells you policy 
on any matter. They may not know the 

“current national policy”.

Several FAA employees have lost 
their careers and pensions because 
they were unaware of “the administra-
tors national policy”

Legal battles are being litigated in 
Federal courts as of this writing. Liti-
gation that has far ranging effects on 
the commercial aviation industry in the 
U.S.

Among some of the things has 
transpired thus far. The Federal Avia-
tion Administration no longer wants 
companies to “manage” aircraft. The 
Administrator also is grappling with 
the words “operational control” as re-
spects aircraft flown in commercial 
aviation and a exact meaning of the 
term. There are many that are asking 
why the administrator is working on 
this phrase and its “meaning” howev-
er what is important to us in the near 
term is the “Administrator” now has 
the power to dictate and change “poli-
cy”  at will during a proceeding and for 
some reason the NTSB judge can do 
nothing about it except go along in the 
proceeding. 

What are some of the things this 
means to you and me in the aviation 
industry? 

Well seemingly we are no longer 
given a chance to comply with how 
the FAA wants us to do business. The 
traditional Notice to Proposed Rule-
making (NPRM) process is not taking 
place in at least some (maybe more 
than we want to know) cases.   If we 
are not doing it “according to the “Ad-
ministrators policy”  then we are out of 
business. We are not given the chance 
to understand “policy” until we get into 
a Federal court of law. 

A Federal NTSB judge is supposed 
to be a factor in the “checks and bal-
ances” of this form of government in 
this country. Somehow the “checks 
and balances” for the FAA has seem-
ingly broken down here.

For underwriters to understand inci-
dents and accidents. they need to get 
to the MAIN reasons of occurrences. 
There is never just one reason  Un-
derwriters wisely hire persons to seek 
out the major causal factors of ac-
cidents and incidents. They seek to 
understand their liability according to 

insurance agreements/contracts and 
so need to find out the REAL REA-
SONS of each occurrence. This abil-
ity is becoming more difficult with the 
present thinking and mode of opera-
tion of the FAA.  Risk management is 
something all need to work on. How 
well are we teaching risk management 
to our customers?  It seems that the 
Administrator may be straying a bit 
from the safety ideal we all would want 
to strive after, and so the standard that 
we go by may be deteriorating. More 
and more the FAA is seeking the “one” 
reason why an accident or incident oc-
curs. Instead of fostering the educa-
tion of safety and risk management to 
the aviation public, we might  notice a 
trend toward finding a “scapegoat” as 
a reason for accidents. 

It seems that underwriters would 
do well to consider a requirement 
for those it insures to undergo Risk 
Management Training of some kind. 
Whether it be sponsored by the under-
writer or some other training program 
for  flight crew members, maintenance 
technicians, line service personnel 
and even office staff of a company.  
The FAA does not seem to be in that 
business anymore and thinking about 
it the FAA doesn’t have to. The FAA 
funding is not dependent on foster-
ing safety. It seems that a insurance 
companies bottom line however could 
be affected and so is dependent on 
safety/risk management.

Underwriters beware….make sure 
you know the REAL REASONS .

We should all watch how this plays 
out. Is the FAA really reaching for 
safety when they “over react” as it ap-
pears to be happening in court rooms 
across the land. Or is the Adminis-
trator reaching for a political reply to 
someone in a position of power?

We all need to question our motives 
for doing what we do. Is it to “look 
good”. Is it to preserve our personal  
retirement fund?   Or is safety/risk 
management our main business?

What is the motive?



The OFA Annual Conference was held in san Diego, CA.  Collaged on these 
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What I learned from this incident.
One fall evening at a FBO (fixed base of operation) late 

at night a lone line man backed up to a Lear to fuel it, This 
individual had done this many times. He had 28 years as a 
lineman and this would be just another routine fuel service. 
But not on this evening. The rain was coming down, and 
the aircraft was parked in a dark area. The lineman was by 
himself.  Still this should have been routine. 

However, there are some things this lineman did not know. 
This particular aircraft was a specially modified LearJet.  
This particular aircraft had extended tanks on the wingtips, 
plus extra fuselage tanks, to make it an extra long range 
special mission aircraft. 

The wingtip tanks are of special note here because, as 
the lineman was approaching the aircraft from the side go-
ing towards the entrance door the right hand headlight of 
the fuel truck hit the left hand tip tank which cause the tip 
tank to fail at the forward attach point to the wing. The break 
in the tank was along the rivet line of the tank at the forward 
station where the tank attaches to the wing. 

Some more items that the FBO and the lineman did not 
know was that this particular aircraft was dedicated to air 
ambulance and because of its specially modified fuel sys-
tem could go from the U.S. continent to Europe without 
stopping, which it did frequently. 

From the FBO’s management point of  view this was a 
hard hit. The operator had no choice but to dismiss the line-
man, even though he had 28 years of accident free service 
with the company. The insurance carrier had no choice but 
to raise rates or to review the policy, even though the FBO 
had had no incidence in so long that their premium had just 
been reduced. 

So the question was ….How does this get fixed ?

This is what we did. We went to the aircraft hoping that we 
would be able to repair it enough to get to a repair facility 
that could effect a permanent repair.  We quickly discovered 
that we would need to fix the tank properly and permanently 
the first time because of possible hidden damage. I should 
mention here that the leading edge of the wing close to the 
tank was dented. This dent meant the leading edge had to 
come off and the dent repaired from the aft side. This was 
cause for a Lear test pilot to accomplish stall test series on 
the aircraft after we repaired it. 

We removed the tank from the aircraft and trucked it 
to a repair facility. I then contacted Bombardier technical 
engineering to see what further inspection I had to do to 
the wing. Bombardier had dismissed themselves from the 
tank as since it was modified I was told I would have to 
get engineering, inspection and required repair data from 
the company that modified the tank. After we had gotten 
this data we inspected the tank and the aircraft wing attach 
points and surveyed for any damage further in the wing and 
found none. We reassembled the tank and reinstalled in on 
the aircraft. The Lear test pilot accomplished his stall series 
test, and the job was complete.

This whole process was accomplished from time of ac-

cident to time of Lears’ test flight 37 days.  I am told that 
we did a fairly rapid and professional repair on this and am 
proud of my technical team and thanks to H. Alexander of  
(company name) for the prompt service and help with the 
underwriter.

Things we learned and relearned. 

1. Any time you damage a aircraft its expensive however 
sometimes more expensive than other times… but mostly 
more expensive….for everyone

2. We can’t train enough. Good quality regular training is 
like having a good quality fire extinguisher it’s pretty expen-
sive when you buy one…. until you need to use one then 
somehow its not so expensive.

3. The employ of high quality, highly trained  and experi-
ence people is like putting money in the bank. You will not 
have to do the job twice and the task will get done expedi-
tiously.

William Pobanz
ATP, CFII and Multi. DC-3, Convair, LearJet, Citation
Airframe and Powerplant, Inspection Authorization
Air Traffic Controller,
Designated Airworthiness Representative

2006 Conference
Scottsdale, Arizona
Thursday through Saturday
October 4-7, 2006

The Annual Meeting and 
Conference of the organiza-
tion will be held in warm and 
sunny Scottsdale, Arizona.

At our hotel, Chapparral 
Suites Resort Scottsdale, all 

the rooms are suites. The hotel is currently redecorat-
ing and will be finished in time to welcome our group. 
All rooms include a bedroom and a living room with a 
bar, free internet access, mini-fridge and microwave, 
along with that important coffee maker! Free cooked 
to order breakfast is included with the room reserva-
tion. The hotel also provides an afternoon Hospitality 
Suite, in addition to our own OFA Hospitality Suite. All 
this for $139.00 a night. There are two pools, tennis 

and fitness center. The hotel is within 20 minutes of 
both Sky Harbor International Airport and Scottsdale 
Municipal Airport. There is a free airport shuttle. It’s 
never too early to book your reservation. Call them at 
1-800-528-1456, and visit their website at http://www.
chaparralsuites.com.

In addition, Old Town Scottsdale and Scottsdale 
Fashion Square (a major indoor mall) are within several 
city blocks for the best in shopping and dining. Phoenix 
“Valley of the Sun” has over 100 golf courses, and we’ll 
be sure to schedule an outing at one of them nearby, 
And we cannot forget the beautiful red rocks of Se-
dona—we’re planning a day visit for the spouses while 
the members 
are in session.

We hope you 
are planning to 
join us, and be 
sure to bring 
your cowboy 
boots!

1. If you consider it a sport to gather your food by 
drilling through 18 inches of ice and sitting there 
all day hoping that the food will swim by, you 
might live in Alaska.

2. If you have ever refused to buy something because 
it’s “too spendy”, you might live in Alaska.

3. If your local Dairy Queen is closed from November 
through March, you might live in Alaska.

4. If you instinctively walk like a penguin for five 
months out of the year, you might live in Alaska.

5. If someone in a store offers you assistance, and 
they don’t work there, you might live in Alaska.

6. If your dad’s suntan stops at a line curving around 
the middle of his forehead, you might live in 
Alaska.

7. If you have worn shorts and a parka at the same 
time, you might live in Alaska.

8. If your town has an equal number of bars and 
churches, you might live in Alaska.

9. If you had a lengthy telephone conversation with 
someone who dialed a wrong number, 
you might live in Alaska.

10. If your idea of a traffic jam is ten cars 
waiting to pass a truck plowing 
snow on the highway, you might 
live in Alaska.

Jeff Foxworthy on Alaska
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Editorial 
Comments:

The San 
Diego Con-
f e r e n c e 
will now 
have to be 
m em orial-
ized be-
cause it 
was action 
p a c k e d , 
full of fun 

and laughter for all. The Ar-
nold’s & Friends went all out 
and it was so very much ap-
preciated. The evening spent 
up at their house was a won-
derful warm time for all who 

were still around to enjoy 
it. I never knew anyone that 
actually had their own Fire 
Engine (and it was functional 
too).

I didn’t personally make it 
for the Sunday wine tour but 
heard great things about that 
as well. All and all it was 
a huge success and awesomely 
put together. 

Now we are looking forward 
to our mid-year meeting in 
Dallas in February. Everyone 
needs be sure to pat Don Hen-
dricks on the back for all 
the work he puts into this 
event every year. He is one 
of a kind, let’s make sure he 
knows that. 

I would like to thank all 
the contributors for this 
newsletter personally. Thank 
you for the articles submit-
ted and in a timely fashion 
too! This makes this newslet-
ter a lot less work to put 
together when you actually 
have content to work with. 

In any case, I look forward 
to seeing all of you in Dal-
las in a few weeks. We had 
wonderful turn out last year, 
so cross your fingers for an-
other good showing.

Hope Alexander 
Editor 
OFA 141, OH

www.ofainc.com

MY PRIDE AND JOY
This is a true story.

I would like to tell you a true story 
the names have been changed.

My friends call me Yukon George.  
One day in early July I decided I would 
like to fly to Alaska.  It was a clear 
warm day in Redwood City, CA; the 
weather forecast en-route was favor-
able.  I was traveling with a group of 
friends.  We were to follow the road 
route including the Alaska Highway to 
Alaska then return to CA via the west 
coast.

Being a certified aircraft mechanic 
I felt very confident that my 1946 J3 
would be up to the task.

Our trip to White Horse, Yukon Terri-
tory was uneventful.  We landed there 
on a warm evening in July and parked 
our aircraft in the area set aside for 
temporary parking.  By the time I ar-
rived there was only one spot left and 
that had only two tie downs.  There was 
no tail tie down ring and only one wing 
tie down had a rope present.  The area 
is fairly well sheltered and I felt confi-
dent that with my own tie down rope 
with the two wings tied down the air-
craft; my J3 would be safe.  We stayed 
overnight in White Horse.  The next 
morning I went to the airport, early at 
7:00 AM, to have a look at the aircraft 
and in particular I had noticed during 
the last leg of the flight that the engine 
appeared to be running lean on one 
cylinder.  We all know this is a com-
mon problem with continental engines 

and is generally the result of a fuel line 
hose clamp that has vibrated loose.  
That in turn allows a slight amount of 
additional air, thereby distorting the air 
fuel mixture ratio.

When I arrived at the airport there 
were no mechanics or other airport 
personnel in the immediate area.  I re-
moved the engine cowling to have a 
look.  As I had suspected one of the 
clamps was loose.  I tightened the 
clamps and replaced the cowlings.  

Abe, one of the local aircraft me-
chanics arrived; tall fellow with gray 
hair.  I asked him where I might tie the 
tail of the aircraft to conduct a proper 
power test of the engine.  Abe sug-
gested the only spot was in a nearby 
grassy area.  I didn’t much like this 
idea.  We all know what happens when 
the propeller picks up gravel.  I had a 
look around the rest of the airport for 
myself.  Abe was right, there was no 
other appropriate area.

I did notice 4 fuel trucks parked in 
a row near the back of the J3.  I sug-
gested to Abe that we might tie the 
tail to one of the trucks.  Abe agreed 
that sounded like a good idea.  I had 
another rope in the aircraft and tied 
the tail of my J3 to the ladder on the 
rear of the largest and nearest fuel 
truck, North 60 Petroleum.  I got into 
my J3, started the engine, and did a 
full power run-up, ran the engine for 
approximately 15 minutes.  Everything 
appeared fine.

By this time my other 3-friends had 

arrived.  They were anxious to go for 
breakfast and we left.  Yup I complete-
ly forgot to untie the tail of the aircraft.  

I should stop here and make men-
tion this particular aircraft is pristine.  I 
have carried out a lot of work on this 
pretty little J3, almost everything has 
been renewed, my pride and joy.

You might imagine my dismay when 
I got back to the airport and discov-
ered the fuel truck had driven away.  
At least driven far enough to realize he 
was towing my aircraft, which, by this 
time was tumbling down the tarmac 
behind the truck.

Well I should tell you that my pride 
and joy was not in very good condition.  
One wing was almost torn off, and the 
fuselage has a major bend just to the 
rear of the cockpit.  It appears that 
both wing spars were distorted and 
as the force that bent the airplane was 
directed through the tail, I had some 
concern regarding the structural integ-
rity of that component as well.  Only 
the propeller and the engine appeared 
to have escaped damage.

Note from the author:
George did take the aircraft back to 

California and as far we know he is 
proceeding to rebuild the it.

O F A
an organization of flying adjusters

MID YEAR MEETING & RECEPTION
Meeting: 9:00am - 11:30am  •  February 22, 2006

Reception: February 22, 2006
Time: 4:00pm till 7:00pm

Location: First Floor
La Quinta Inn & Suites

14925 Landmark Blvd., Dallas, Texas 75254
Reservation Tel. No.: 972-404-0004

RE: “Organization of Flying Adjusters Group”

OFA member rooms will be held until 2-17-06
Room charges: $75.00 for 2 beds / 2 persons

Suite with 1 king size bed for $85.00 or
A little larger suite for $95.00 plus 13% tax

(Continental breakfast included)

 A suite/room will be open for members & invited guests on the evening of Tuesday, 
February 21, 2006 & Wednesday, February 22, 2006 for hospitality. Check with the front 
desk for the room number.

 President William A. Provance would appreciate a report from all the committee 
chairmen to be presented at the mid year meeting on Wednesday, February 22, 2006. 
Please refer to the enclosed 2006 OFA directory for a list of committee assignments. If 
you do not plan to attend the mid year meeting and reception, please submit a written 
report to President Provance ASAP or call him at 209-954-1662.

 For additional invitations or directories, contact Don Hendricks at 512-255-2740  
fax no: 512-246-1066, e-mail: dh32729@onr.com
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AVIATION CLAIMS,  
IS THIS A CRAZY  
BUSINESS OR WHAT?

As some 
of you are 
aware, I 
have this 
idea that as 
much fun as 
this business 

has been, it would be nice to retire some 
time in the next year or so.  When I talk 
to friends about this I often look back on 
some great and/or unusual experiences.  
I thought that it would be fun to write a 
few down for posterity.  Here is one.

By far the most unusual claim was 
from a fellow (insured) who reported his 
twin stolen.  After an initial conversation 
with him on the phone, it was clear his 
story needed to be recorded.  He was 
agreeable so I asked him to start over 
from the very beginning.  Well, he went 
back 10 or 15 years to when he owned 
a single engine aircraft and was asked 
over the phone by an anonymous caller 
to deliver a plain brown envelope to a 
drop spot at another airport.  He agreed 
to do so and for this service he received 
regular cash payments in the mail with 
no return address.

This continued for a time during which 
the insured acquired a twin.  The twin 
subsequently and mysteriously caught 
on fire while parked at the airport.  That 
insurance claim resulted in a total loss 
settlement with this fellow keeping the 
salvage.  He was re-contacted by the 
anonymous person who said this time 
that he wanted to use the damaged 
twin.  The caller said he would return 
it when he was finished with it and on 
return it would have newly overhauled 
engines, new propellers, upgraded avi-
onics and a new paint job.  And, again, 
the insured would receive regular pay-
ments in cash.

He reported that this went on for sev-
eral years during which time he never 
saw his aircraft but did receive the cash 
payments.  Then one day he received 
a call from the anonymous caller say-
ing that the aircraft would be delivered 
to a remote airstrip in the Northwest on 
a certain date.  The insured obtained 
insurance for the returning aircraft.  On 
the date of delivery he went to the re-
mote airstrip and “sure enough” the 
aircraft was there and in the condition 
that was promised.  However, when he 
returned the following day to fly the air-
craft out, it was gone.  So, he reported 
the “theft” to his insurance company and 

they called me.

After checking with numerous nearby 
airports and radar facilities (civilian and 
military) we could never find any trace 
of the aircraft or any indication that an 
aircraft had departed from the airstrip 
on date that was reported.  For a variety 
of reasons, the claim was denied and, 
although that decision was initially dis-
puted, the claim was withdrawn.

Amazingly, during my contact with the 
insured, he volunteered that he had once 
been arrested for flying while drunk.  He 
had buzzed some beach front property 
and then landed at a nearby airstrip.   He 
said that he and his passenger got out 
of the aircraft, opened their deck chairs 
and proceeded to have a few drinks 
right there on the ramp.  The authorities 
showed up and cited him.  He swears 
that he had not been drinking before or 
during the flight, and believed that the 
FAA was just “out for him”.

Throughout this whole investigation 
I was continually amazed by what the 
insured would tell me without me even 
asking.  And then how he expected me 
to believe his every word without ques-
tion.

Jim Stiger
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President’s Message
The gavel has been passed one 

more time at our annual ritual, the 
fall conference.  I accept the honor 
and the challenge the membership 
of OFA has bestowed upon me.  It 
is an honor to be chosen to preside 
over such a unique organization.  
It has been said before that  it is 
unique in that business competitors 
come together with a common goal, 
to share our knowledge, learn more 
about what is going on in the indus-

try, and to network with company representatives that hire the members 
to handle their claims.  One thing that really struck home while I was talk-
ing with those that attended the conference is that it is more than just an 
organization, there was a real sense of “family” that truly makes it unique 
for me.  We share stories of interesting claims and past lives, but we also 
share tales or our lives and personal experiences that make each of us a 
person.  We take that with us when we leave and many continue to stay 
in touch throughout the year.

My thanks to all that made that conference happen.  It takes a lot 
of people and a lot of selfless effort and time to make each and every 
conference, mid-year meeting, and the continuance of this organization.  
I add my thanks to all of those people for their time.

As the world turns and life evolves, so does this business.  Part of our 
work in aviation claims involves risk management and accident reduc-
tion.  It appears that we have succeeded to some extent, along with 
some help from the economy.  I know we have been talking about being 
in a down cycle of aviation claims and work for independent adjusters for 
some time now.  Mother nature seems to have provided work this year 
for adjusters in those affected areas.  My hope for all is that you are find-
ing sufficient work to sustain the aviation work that we all love.

 So far this year we have made available to the members, an Aviation 
Insurance Adjusters Errors & Omissions (E&O) program.  Each OFA 
member is free to request a quote for E&O coverage from American 
Aviation Underwriters, Inc., P.O. Box 796788, Dallas, TX 75379-6788.  
Any quote or coverage purchased would be to each individual member 
or company.  The OFA is not a participant in any contingent liability or 
professional liability risk under this program.  I hope some of you have, 
or will, take advantage of this program.

My next project was to get a handle on the list of friends and people 
that support the OFA, that you would like to include in our mailing of 
the newsletter, directories, and invitations to the mid year meeting and 
annual conference.  Although we pass the list around for updating dur-
ing the meeting, few people have the time or the information at hand to 
make a serious attempt at making all the changes needed.  Thanks to 
the internet and e-mail we have made the list available to everyone at a 

place and time where you have time to really look at the list.  Those that 
made an input, those changes have been made.  We will continue to do 
this twice a year.  You do no need to wait until those specific times to 
make changes, you can do it any time you happen to think about it.  Any 
time we receive changes, they will be incorporated in the list.  The list 
does not include members, associate members,  or honorary members.  
They are included on another list.

The next project will be to get the web site updated.  I will take any 
suggestions that you have and try to incorporate them, within reason 
of course.  That web site is our fastest window to our organization and 
members by the insurance industry.  I am available to any suggestions 
that you may have to improve our organization.  Send me an e-mail at 
billprovance@howeassociatesinc.com.

I mentioned earlier that as the world turns, things evolve.  I have 
moved again, this time to Albuquerque, NM.  My wife and I decided to 
make a move to her home to be near her mother, who is getting older.  
For those that have ever moved, it is a very interesting and complicated 
transition.  So, a story from our life.

We decided to move ourselves this time, as opposed to the Air Force 
or a company moving us.  After 28 years of marriage we have accumu-
lated a lot of “stuff”.  Moving day was set for Monday after New Years 
Day.  We started to pack on Sunday morning.  Monday morning, we were 
ready and started to load the 30-foot rental truck.  Of course, northern 
California was having the worst rainstorm of the year.  About 10 feet into 
the 30 feet available, I made a prediction that we did not have enough 
room for all our stuff.  I was right.  We discussed our options and head-
ed for Albuquerque at 5:30 that afternoon, a trip of 1,060 miles.  After 
spending a few hours resting in Barstow, we arrived at 9:00 on Tuesday 
night.  With help, we had the truck offloaded and the stuff into the garage 
of our home by 12:30.  At 6:00 the next morning my brother-in-law and I 
headed back to Stockton.  We arrived at 1:00 in the morning, including 
a one-hour time change.  We got the remainder of the stuff loaded and 
all the last details taken care of and headed back to Albuquerque again 
at about 5:00 on Thursday afternoon.  With a rest stop in Barstow, we 
got back to Albuquerque, again at 9:00 on Friday night.  It is now a week 
later and the house is set up but the garage is still full of boxes and some 
of our “critical stuff” is still in one of those boxes, where it will probably 
remain for some time.  Life goes on, and on.

My e-mail remains the same but my contact numbers have changed.  
Phone is 505-899-6008, fax is 505-899-6016, the office mailing ad-
dress is temporarily 5423 Darlington Place, NW, Albu-
querque, NM 87114.

I look forward to meeting with all at the Mid-
year in Dallas the 21st and 22nd of February.

Warmest regards to all.

Bill Provance
OFA 137 

Hope Alexander 
Aviation Adjusting Associates 
416 Augusta Street 
Elmore, OH 43416

www.ofainc.com
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